
1L a day between
2 and 3 years old

 4
1.6L a day

for a grown-up woman

 6
2L a day

for a grown-up man

 8
1.7L a day between
9 and 13 years old

(for a boy
and 1.5 for a girl)

 7

1 glass = 25cl

The bigger you get, the more water your body needs

drinks
the most

Who

water?
           Your little brother, your big sister... everyone’s
needs are different. First of all, because everyone’s 
body is made up of more or less water, depending 
on how big and how old they are.
Colour blue all the water contained in each person’s 
body up to the dotted line. Can you see the difference 
between the dad and the mum?

1.1.               Find out how many glasses of water
this family should drink every day.
Is this how many you drink at home?
Colour blue the glasses marked by dots. This will show
you the number of glasses of water that everybody should 
drink to meet their needs. Who drinks the most water?

2.2.



Water
for parts

of your body?
As you grow, the different parts of your body need more water.

which is in charge of everything
(75% of water)

which prevent you being
all soft

(20% of water)

which move you
(75% of water) 

which pumps your blood
(80% of water) 

which clean your body
(80% of water) 

Drinking water 
means always 
doing them good!

           Did you know that not all these little parts of you contain the same amount of water?
Like on the example below, use a felt-tip pen to colour blue the dashes (a blue stripe, a white stripe) 
of the different parts of the body to see how much water they are composed of.

3.3.

which helps you digest
properly

(70% of water)  


